
VERSAFORM TSF-C
Tensioning Shirt Finisher with Cuff Clamps
A machine so versatile it just has to
be called the VERSAFORM.  This
unit produces excellent quality on
all types of laundered and
drycleaned garments:

SHIRTS 100% Cotton or
Blends Size 14 - 20
BLOUSES - Cotton, Ramie,
Silk, Linen, Knits
CASUAL WEAR - Pull Overs,
T-Shirts, Knits
And Much more

The VERSAFORM is a tensioning
style shirt and garment finisher.  It
applies a flawless finish to shirts of
all styles, shapes and cuts,
including heavy starch.  The body
and sleeves are finished  with
steam injection and super heated
air.  The front placket of the shirt
receives direct pressure from the
front clamp that helps guarantee a
superior finish.

The secret to its versatility is in its
smooth mechanical action that
applies tension to the front, laterally
and across the shoulders of the
garment. It has 9 fully
programmable cycles making it
simple to finish all types of
garments.  The VERSAFORM is
effortless to dress and operate,
making it easy to train even
inexperienced personnel.  It can be
run in either manual or automatic
mode.

The VERSAFORM is equipped
with a microprocessor featuring
self-diagnostics.  Designed and
built to exacting standards to
provide years of trouble free
service.



TUF
Tensioning Utility Finisher
The Tensioning Finisher Series
from Unipress produces top quality
garments and both are easy to
operate.  Both the utility form
(model TUF) and the pants finisher
(model TPF-P) feature manual or
automatic cycles.  Nine
programmable cycles make it
simple to process a wide variety of
dry cleaned or wet cleaned
garments.  Each unit automatically
applies the correct amount of
tension prior to the start of the
finishing cycle. Once the garment
is positioned and is taut, the steam
and hot air quickly finishes the
garment.

The TF Series is designed to be
easy to use, minimizing operator
training.  Even inexperienced
personnel can be trained quickly to
produce high quality garments.

Each unit is equipped with a
microprocessor featuring self-
diagnostics.  The TF Series is built
to exacting standards to provide
years of trouble free service.

TPF-P
Tensioning Pants Finisher with Pleat Pads
The Tensioning Finisher Series from Unipress produces top quality
garments and both are easy to operate.  Both the utility form (model
TUF) and the pants finisher (model TPF-P) feature manual or
automatic cycles.  Nine programmable cycles make it simple to
process a wide variety of dry cleaned or wet cleaned garments.
Each unit automatically applies the correct amount of tension prior
to the start of the finishing cycle. Once the garment is positioned
and is taut, the steam and hot air quickly finishes the garment.

The TF Series is designed to be easy to use, minimizing operator
training.  Even inexperienced personnel can be trained quickly to
produce high quality garments.

Each unit is equipped with a microprocessor featuring self-
diagnostics.  The TF Series is built to exacting standards to provide



years of trouble free service.


